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Overview

Can we isolate Wt production at the LHC?

◮ Single top production modes.

◮ Interference problem - Wt and tt̄.

◮ Need for MC@NLO approach.

◮ Outlook
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Top physics

◮ Mass of top quark ≃ energy scale of electroweak symmetry
breaking.
⇒ Top quark sector can be a sensitive probe of new physics
effects.

◮ The LHC is a “top quark factory” - can produce in tt̄ pairs, or
singly (t or t̄).

◮ Single (anti-)top production particularly useful in probing
electroweak interactions.
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Single top production modes

◮ Three modes of single top production at LO - s channel; t

channel; Wt channel.

◮ Total LHC cross-section
∼ 320pb (c.f.
σtt̄ ∼ 830pb).

◮ s- and t-channel modes
well understood
theoretically; Wt less so.
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Interference Problem

◮ At NLO, have virtual and real corrections to the LO Wt

graphs.

◮ NLO real emission contributions to Wt production include:

◮ These graphs also contribute to tt̄ production (at LO), with
decay of the t̄.

◮ Give a large contribution when mbW → mt .

◮ Thus at LO have well-defined σtt̄ and σWt , with σWt < σtt̄ .

◮ At NLO, σWt gets a huge correction! Due to contamination
from tt̄.
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Interference Problem

◮ Wt and tt̄ production interfere beyond LO.

◮ Problem arises for gg and qq̄ initial states.

◮ Still desirable to isolate Wt production if possible.

◮ Previous NLO calculations define the Wt mode only in a fixed
order context.

◮ Need a definition that can work in an experiment ⇒ need
MC@NLO approach.
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Defining Wt at all orders

◮ We give two approaches for defining Wt.

◮ Difference between them measures Wt-tt̄ interference.

◮ If they agree, can be confident of having isolated Wt

production.

◮ Definitions which are independent of subsequent cuts.

◮ We call our definitions diagram removal (DR) and diagram

subtraction (DS).

◮ Will discuss each in turn...
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Diagram Removal

◮ In DR, remove diagrams that also enter tt̄ production, at the
amplitude level.

◮ Thus interference term with LO tt̄ production completely
removed.

◮ Potential problem: violation of EW and QCD gauge
invariance.

◮ Have performed detailed checks in different gauges.

◮ Subtraction (DS) is a little more complicated...
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Diagram Subtraction

◮ Schematically, one requires:

σab→Wt = σab − σ
subt

ab ,

where σab describes a Wtb final state and σsubt.

ab
removes

resonant top pair contributions if present.

◮ This is now completely gauge invariant.

◮ Difference with DR is mostly due to interference term between
Wt and LO tt̄.

◮ Now need a suitable subtraction term...
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Subtraction Term

◮ Näıvely, one can write:

σ
subt

ab = |A(ab → tt̄)|2 × fBW (M
b̄W

) × |A(t̄ → W b̄)|2,

where fBW is the Breit-Wigner function. However:
1. Kinematics on the LHS is from ab → tWb, but need t̄ on-shell

on the RHS.
2. Spin correlations of the top decay products are not included -

needed for local matching of matrix elements.

◮ Hence we define the subtraction term:

σ
subt

ab =
∣
∣Ã(ab → tW b̄)tt̄

∣
∣
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Reshuffled kinematics → t̄ on-shell

×

Damp if M
b̄W

far from top mass.
︷ ︸︸ ︷

fBW (M
b̄W

)

fBW (mt)
.
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Subtraction Term
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◮ Strongly peaked at top mass, as required.
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DR & DS - Summary

Diagram Removal

◮ tt̄ removed at amplitude
level.

◮ Diagrams containing tt̄

pair not included.

◮ Not gauge invariant.

◮ Defined fully exclusively,
at any order.

Diagram Subtraction

◮ tt̄ removed at
cross-section level.

◮ Based on narrow width
approximation.

◮ Gauge invariant.

◮ Defined fully exclusively,
at any order.

◮ Both definitions have been implemented in the MC@NLO
program (latest release v3.3).

◮ Spin correlations also implemented.
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Results

◮ Results from DR and DS agree well, subject to adequate cuts.
◮ Example: place pt veto on second hardest B jet.
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Outlook

◮ Have implemented Wt in MC@NLO, and code is available.

◮ Non-trivial due to interference with top pair production.

◮ Wt process potentially important. Should be isolated if
possible.

◮ This indeed seems achievable.

◮ More detailed phenomenology in progress...
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